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JK News

This month was quite a busy one for 
the JK family:

We kicked off the month with the 
annual JK BBQ at the Wolfson 
Residence in Rechavia. With delicious 
food and a great atmosphere we 
introduced the new guys to the JK 
family. 
Thank you to Don Farahan and all the 
volunteers for arranging the event!

Later in the month the JK alumni in 
Israel met at Rabbi Mati Friedman´s 
shul in Zichron Yaakov for a kumzitz 
where they exchanged ideas 
pertaining to kiruv in Erez Yisroel. 
The event was accompanied by JK 
musicians Ari Green and Aharon 
Bloch among others.   

It’s fair to say that the highlight of the 
month was the JK alumni conference 
in NJ, which took place over two 
days and was attended by over 50 
participants.
It addressed many of the issues 
that Rabbonim, Mechanchim and 
Mekarvim face.
Of course all this could not have 
happened without Rabbis Spivak, 
Epstein, Niehaus, Jaskiel and 
Kaufman tireless efforts and to 
whom we are all grateful.

Back on the other side of the pond, 
JK alumnus Rabbi David Markowitz, 
Managing director of OLAMI, visited 
the JK to present “The Olami Way“ 
which is their new modus operandi.
If we were to some it up in one 
sentence it entails creating a network 
around the mekarev so that the 
mekarev can do what they do best - 
kiruv. 

To use more modern terms, they are 
there to supercharge the superpower.

Due to the great 
feedback after the 
first JK symposium 
the Kollel 
launched another 
symposium, this 
time featuring 
Rabbis Alex Landa 
(Founder & Director 
of LAJ), Dov Ber Cowan (Director of 
JLE Young Professionals) and Mendy 
Brukirer (Director of Outreach at 
Olami Manhattan).  
The topic was about the ins and the 
outs of YP kiruv, moderated by Lior 
Ghalili. 
The Rabbis shared personal 
experiences and creative strategies 
that can be used in YP Kiruv. 

A tremendous expression of 
gratitude goes to the event’s 
masterminds - Berisch Ludmir and 
Chaim Friedman and, of course, the 
outstanding Rabbis for their precious 
time and priceless counsel.  
A complete recording of the JK 
symposium can be found HERE

We want to congratulate our dear 
Meshiv, Rabbi Gabi Kruskal shlita 
and the JK DafYomi Chabura on the 
Siyum of Maseches Rosh HaShana!

We’d also like to congratulate our 
esteemed alumni who are starting 
new positions: 

• R.Aharon Bloch - Rav of the 
Nishmas Mishkafayim Kehilla, 
Israel 
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JK HASHKAFA

Matisyahu Kohen Gadol and his sons 
saw it as their responsibility to save 
Klal Yisroel from the hellenized jews. 
It seemed like an impossible feat, 
yet they won. That is the miracle of 
Chanuka.  
Although it sounds so much more 
heroic and dramatic when you are 
dealing with physical warfare, we deal 
with the exact same battle - bringing 
Jews back to their roots.

We must ask ourselves, why are 
people not coming back? 
Is it because we aren’t creative 
enough? We might tell ourselves, 
“If someone was born with a more 
creative brain then most he would 
have the answer”, or “If we knew a 
better way to be mekarev we would 
do it”. 
But is that really the issue? 
Maybe the issue is that we’re not 
ready to really be moser nefesh for it.
Maybe if we were ready for mesiras 
nefesh more options would be open. 
Mesiras nefesh takes many different 
forms and they don’t necessarily 
mean death in the physical sense.

Someone who might fit the 
description of a contemporary 
Matisyahu Kohen Gadol is R’Yitzchok 
Zilber ז”ל 
He grew up in the Soviet Union, he 
used to speak on his father’s Yahrzeit 
that his father taught him everything 
from מאימתי – עוקצין. 
In his day there was no Jewish 
education since it was illegal. 
Rav Zilber was a math professor, and 
he lost his position when they found 

out that he kept Shabbos and they 
sent him to Siberia. He came to Erez 
Yisroel – and dedicated his life to 
being mekarev Russian Jews. He was 

always on the go, didn’t 
eat or sleep. 

One עשי”ת he 
said he needed 
someone to talk 
to. He had been 
doing a cheshbon 

hanefesh and he 
didn’t understand how 

in the Soviet Union he had learnt 
Shas 3 times when he wasn’t allowed 
to learn or own seforim, whilst here in 
Erez Yisroel he hadn’t even finished 
Shas once!

He once said that when Rabbi 
Chanina Ben Tradiyon was about to 
be executed he asked: “What will I 
get in olam haba?” The sages asked 
him: “What did you do in this world?” 
He answered “Once zedakah money 
got mixed up with some of my own 
money and I was מחמיר and gave it all 
to tzedakah.”

The question is obvious: Rabbi 
Chanina Ben Tradiyon was giving up 
his life for Torah and he wondered 
what good he did in this world?! 

R’Zilber explained – he wasn’t 
obligated to be moser nefesh, he 
could have learnt in private. To die 
קידוש ה`  as hard as it is  –  there is ע”פ 
also an element of going in style. So 
he wanted to know maybe I am just 
doing it for the fame?

 JK News

• R.Naftali Hanfling - Director of 
Outreach, LAJ/Olami Manhattan

• R.Dov Greer - Rav of the Beis 
Medrash Shul of West Hempstead, 
NY

• R.Meir Shindler - Rav of Cockfosters 
and North Southgate United 
Synagogue

May Hashem give them tremendous 
hatzlacha and siyata d´Shmaya in 
their work!
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JK HASHKAFA

So the sages asked him what was 
your normal life like? 

He said that he was נוהג קלה כחומרה when 
it came to money – that meant that 
his whole life was dedicated just to 
Hashem, his mesirus nefesh wasn’t 
just because he wanted to go in style, 
but rather because that is the way he 
lived his entire life.

So Rav Zilber said people like making 
big sacrifices, it’s heart-warming and 
exciting. You don’t have the right to 
make big sacrifices unless you make 
the small ones too. 
Mesirus nefesh doesn’t just mean 
getting up there with bows and 
arrows fighting the elephants, it 
means that you understand חובתו  מה 
 .בעולמו
And you live with that kind of 
clearness.

If we have that clarity then there is so 
much more available: 
Your reputation is meaningless, 
your sleep is meaningless, your food 
is meaningless, nothing is sacred, 
nothing stands in the way – you are 
simply living for kvod shamaim. Then 
you have many more options.

I think it’s clear– that our failure to 
reach the majority of far jews today 
is certainly not their fault, and it’s not 
that we aren’t creative enough rather 
there is too much that we are not 

ready to let go of.
I am afraid the window of what we 
are willing to do is too small. 
If we had to get up there with bows 
and arrows against the elephants 
everyone would come. 
We would toil and give up everything, 
to find the way to turn klal Yisroel 
around.

We have to do our cheshbon 
hanefesh, we have to re-study the 
בעולמו חובתו   we have to feel kvod ,מה 
shamayim, and then we can be זוכה 
to ניסים.

That is what happened on Chankua. 

The Chashmonaim didn’t have 
the answer, but they were ready 
for anything, and the wonders 
happened. 

Is klal Yisroel in a better state now 
then it was then? Was there nobody 
learning then? 
Everyone gave up. Yes, everyone 
was learning but the מתיונים took over 
the country. We have to find time 
over Chanukah to do a cheshbon 
hanefesh. 

We have to be able to see with clarity 
that there is nothing that we are 
not ready to give up on. Miracles will 
happen - especially during Chanukah. 

written by Rabbi Zvi Gefen

JK SIMCHAS

Rabbi & Rebbetzin Moshe Zionce
 Baby Girl

Rabbi & Rebbetzin David Bartfeld
 Baby Girl

Rabbi & Rebbetzin Yosef Devor
 Baby Girl

Rabbi & Rebbetzin Shlomo Ringer
 Baby Boy

Rabbi & Rebbetzin Johnny Ouzzan
 Baby Girl

Rabbi & Rebbetzin Daniel Green
 Baby Girl

Rabbi & Rebbetzin Shmuel Wolfson
 Baby Girl

Rabbi & Rebbetzin Sachi Rubin
 Baby Boy

Rabbi & Rebbetzin Yehuda Deutsch
Baby Boy

Rabbi & Rebbetzin Chanan Spivak
Baby Girl

Rabbi & Rebbetzin Dovid Gernetz
Baby Girl

Rabbi & Rebbetzin Yitzy Gross
Baby Boy

Rabbi & Rebbetzin YT Donath
 Baby Boy
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JK ALUMNI

In this edition we are featuring an 
exclusive interview with the 
famous lecturer, counselor and of 
course JK alumnus Rabbi Yossi 
Bensoussan:

As a CASAC (Certified Alcohol and 
Substance Abuse Counselor), 
how severe is the addictions issue 
in the frum world?    

The frum world has its issues and yes, 
addiction is certainly one of them, 
but if we were comparing ourselves 
to the rest of the world 
(which I am not advocating that we 
do) I think we’re doing pretty well.

You also serve as a mashgiach 
ruchani at a Yeshiva High School, 
is there a need for “Kiruv Krovim” in 
the FFB community? 

So, my highschool is for above 
average boys who won’t be able to 
shine in the mainstream system. 
They are all frum and as healthy as 
a boy suffering from teenagehood 
can be!
As for the other FFB teenagers I 
work with who are outside a yeshiva 
framework, I would answer yes, there 
is a need for kiruv - but I would call 
it kiruv rechokim rather than kiruv 
krovim. 

Additionally, a good portion of the 
kids I work with are first generation 
kids of baalei teshuvah so I don’t 
know that I would necessarily put 
them in the FFB category yet, but 
rather see it as a continuation of 
the kiruv process and journey of the 
parents.

What is  generally the biggest 
challenge/difficulty that you are 
facing? 

Personally? Trying to find time to 
learn. 
Professionally? Trying to find time to 
learn.

What makes the JK unique?

Rabbi Blackman. Next question...? 
On a serious note, although there 
are many different answers to this 
question, what made it especially 
unique for me was the shimush and 
hashkafah I adopted from Rebbi. 
Hands down, one of the most 
important things that ever happened 
in my life was and is Rebbi.

What is your advice to the current 
JK avreichim?

I’ve seen cool guys with guitars and 
amazing speaking abilities who no 
one wanted to connect to. 
Yeah, the guy might be a social 
media star and send out 10,000 
emails and video clips about how 
he’s the smartest guy in the room 
but at the end of the day people do 
not become closer to Hashem unless 
you are real. Just be you.

To donate to the Jerusalem Kollel click HERE 
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